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Weekly lift assists: 12/average time: 17:02 (1/SNF)
Total Falls: 11/average time: 22:18 (1/SNF)
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Murrieta Police and Fire supporting a couple of young entrepreneurs

Fire Operations Meeting
July 10
Tri-Tech Project Team Kick-Off July 13
Chief Officer 3A Class
July 26-28
Lateral Recruit Graduation
Aug 3
9-11 Memorial Stair Climb
Sept 9

FIRE DISPATCH I 70-year Anniversary
Captain Sean DeGrave - TRAINING DIVISION

Aerosol Transmissible Diseases
Aerosol Transmissible Diseases (ATDs) are caused
by microorganisms (bacteria and viruses) that can
be transmitted through the air. Minute droplets
carrying ATD bacteria or viruses are transmitted
through the air most often in coughs, sneezes, and
certain dusts. Colds, flu (including H1N1),
whooping cough, tuberculosis, and SARS are just a
few examples of ATDs. Cough etiquette and
proper hand washing will reduce the spread of
ATDs.
Agency/Departments that have employees in
certain classifications, work in certain
environments, or perform certain tasks are
required to develop an effective ATDs exposure
control plan that includes annual training, fit
testing and offering certain vaccinations.
The keys to preventing exposure to ATDs are:







EMS Coordinator, Jennifer Antonucci

Emergency Medicine News – Friday, June 16, 2017

Earlier this month a young child died following days
of vomiting. He had been in shallow water in a Texas
dike about a week before his death. The story was
picked up as an alleged case of a rare condition
called dry drowning or secondary drowning. (CNN.
June 9, 2017; http://cnn.it/2rECrOV.) The media
accounts went viral, spreading significant fear in
parenting communities and among those learning
about these alleged conditions from the news or
social media.

Practice cough etiquette (cover your cough)
Wash your hands often using proper hand
washing techniques
Isolate yourself away from others if you are
symptomatic or until you are no longer
contagious
Keep your ATD vaccinations and screenings
current
Follow Safe Work Practices
o MORE

Every death is tragic, especially when it is a child's. Our heartfelt
sympathies go out to the family and to those who treated the
patient. Drowning deaths are a common cause of pediatric death,
and we need to be particularly vigilant about sharing correct,
meaningful, and medically credible information.
Unfortunately, there is significant misinformation in the media
reports of this case, and we hope this evidence-based discussion of
drowning and the best practice medical care of drowning patients
will help set the record straight.
 The medical definition of drowning is "the process of
experiencing respiratory impairment from
submersion/immersion in liquid."
 There are no medically accepted conditions known as neardrowning, dry drowning, and secondary drowning.
Unfortunately, these terms still slip past the editors of major
medical journals, allowing their use to be perpetuated. These terms
are most pervasive in the nonmedical press and social media, where
the term drowning seems to be synonymous with death. We must
find a better way to educate the public on how to discuss drowning
as a process, with a spectrum ranging from mild to moderate to
severe with fatal or nonfatal outcomes.
-MORE
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A little food for thought... A group of wolves:
 The three in front are old & sick, they walk in front to set the pace of the
running group lest they get left behind.
 The next five are the strongest & best, they are tasked to protect the front
side if there is an attack.
 The pack in the middle are always protected from any attack.
 The five behind them are also among the strongest & best; they are tasked to
protect the back side if there is an attack.
 The last one is the LEADER. He ensures that no one is left behind. He keeps
the pack unified and on the same path. He is always ready to run in any
direction to protect & serves as the 'bodyguard' to the entire group
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Just in case anyone
wanted to know what
it really means to be a
leader. It's not about
being out front. It
means taking care of
the team.
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Approved
Corrections
Fees Collected

Noah “The Mechanic” Praytor

Battalion Chief Steve Kean

T1: In service
T2: In service

Station 1: Nothing to report

E2: In service
E3: In service

Station 2: Nothing to report

E4: In service
E5: In service
E21: In service

Station 3: Nothing to report

B2: In service
B3: In service

Station 4: Nothing to report

B5: In service
OES: In service
R5: In service

Station 5: Nothing to report

$6,800
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Captain Eric Ackerman

MFR and MPD Ink a Contract with the Counseling Team
With the assistance of the City of Murrieta Human Resource
Department, MFR and MPD will soon have access to the Counseling
Team for services unique to public safety. More details are
forthcoming; however, please take time to check out the website to
learn more about their history and available resources (HERE).
About
5 Leadership Habits All Great Bosses Share
INC – By Kristi Hedges

Truth talk: Being a manager is hard.
You may not be 100% prepared for the demands
of a job that requires handling individual
personalities, motivations, and work styles. Doing
the work becomes the simple part; working
through others is far more complex.
Which isn’t to say it’s all bad. Helping your
employees grow, tackling projects as a team, and
building strong relationships are all very
rewarding. And, seasoned leaders will tell you
that it gets easier the longer you do it, because
you’ll learn as you go.
But there’s a faster (and less stressful) way to put
these lessons to work--and that’s to learn from
managers who’ve been there before.
For my latest book, The Inspiration Code, I spent
five years speaking to leaders and researching
what actually inspires others to do their best
work. Based on their experience, I learned five
key leadership tricks that’ll help a new manager
make less mistakes and create the best team:
1. They Prioritize Listening
People in their first management roles often
spend a lot time thinking about how they’ll lead
conversations with their team (e.g., how they’ll
share priorities, provide feedback, and
communicate proactively).
However, too many people don’t pay attention to
best practices for listening. They figure they
already know how to, and therefore overlook
developing this critical leadership skill. More

The Counseling Team International (TCTI) Extends the Early Mission
of EAPs
Although their popularity surged in the 1970s with government
funding for alcohol abuse treatment, Employee Assistance Programs
(EAPs) actually began in 1917, shortly before the end of World War I.
Emotional turmoil sometimes accompanied by alcohol or drug abuse,
also affected World War II’s military and their families.
“Our nation recognized early after World War II that adjusting to
civilian life was noticeably difficult for those who served,” says Nancy
K. Bohl-Penrod, Ph.D. “What we now call posttraumatic syndrome, or
PTSD, may very likely be what they were experiencing. And like
today, the symptoms of PTSD and other mental health issues would
show up in the workplace through absenteeism, poor work habits
and often addiction.”
As Director of the Counseling Team International, Dr. Bohl-Penrod
has witnessed firsthand how left untreated; mental health issues can
take a tremendous toll on employees and family members. She
knows that stress of any work-related situation can create a “war”
within a person’s mind, body and spirit. Treating the effect of that
stress – and keeping anxiety and pressure at bay – is her passion and
her mission.
“Whether you’re in law enforcement, fire service, education,
healthcare or any level of government; having services provided to
you and your immediate family members provides comfort in
knowing that you have constant backup,” adds Dr. Bohl-Penrod.
“Today’s professionals can face unexpected events in their life which
affect their job performance and other areas of their life,” says BohlPenrod. “We work to provide the best support, resources and
training to all employees so that they can experience a balanced and
fulfilling career and home life.”
“I became a believer in The Counseling Team International’s services
when The State of California Division of Workers’ Compensation
(DWC), sent us a letter stating that they had saved 4 million dollars,
saying they believed it was because of crisis intervention services.”
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Murrieta Fire was recently recognized for its support of this year’s Special Olympics
at Murrieta
Ok, that
is funnyMesa
… High School

Retired Deputy Chief
Pat Jennings shares a little
MFD history.

Manzanita, Vegetation Fire, Riverside Co, update:
 Pictured: Captain Corelli, Engineer Howley, and
FF/Medics Brann and Lopez.
 Lambs Canyon, 3 miles south of Beaumont
 Demobed on June 29, 2017

Traffic Accident
Captain Ballard leading an active shooter training for our new recruits.
–minor injuries…

I’m not sure, but I think those are
Lantzer’s feet and Diana lost a bet!

